
 

 

Channel Racing 
With the inland races completed the focus changes and the channel racing approaches. The recent years of channel 

racing has seen quite contrasting races. I myself have only experience of my first old bird season of 2013 which for a 

team 32 of yearlings entering the initial Carentan race with some confidence, would soon be knocked with a three 

day hold over and poor returns.  

As I write this report to close the inland racing I look forward with trepidation and have no anticipation or confidence 

in my own or my pigeons’ ability to compete, never mind win across the channel. As I sit and write and think of 

strategies and what might lay ahead, I have a full team of two year olds and yearlings, sixteen of which have been 

across the channel including 4 that have been twice to Carentan and 3 that have flown Tours some 438 miles as 

youngsters. I don’t mention this to get some kind of recognition but to explain my own trepidations of wintering this 

team and trying to look forward with some kind of confidence to racing this team across the channel. However we 

have now reached June and the channel racing is about to commence.  

The first channel race into Ellesmere Port would be the Nationals. Both the NFC and MNFC liberated at Carentan on 

25th May into a south wind and both would enjoy quick races with high velocities. The MNFC would be won in under 

four and half hours into the Doncaster area (N Laycok, Womersley) doing 1985ypm. The best local times in the West 

section would be Bateman Bros and son of Birkenhead, ninth section. Best into the Port would be young Wesley Ellis 

(Victoria HS) taking thirtieth section. While mentioning a couple of names with regard to the Nationals there is a 

performances that deserve a mention, that of J, I, and C Millward of Buckley, North Wales timing the first bird in the 

West section west of the Mersey to take seventh section.  

The National Flying Club liberated the same day with equally as quick a race. Fewer flyers locally send to the NFC 

however Sid Arathoon held his own that day to take eighteenth section. Why do I mention these races? Well I sent 

to both - twenty two into the MNFC and fifteen to the NFC. I had an extremely poor race with bad returns dropping 

ten pigeons from thirty seven? Was this the start I anticipated but didn’t want?    

Falaise 1. The West Cheshire’s first channel race would be from Falaise. Falaise would be the replacement 

liberation point, Carentan being closed due to the 60th anniversary of the “D Day Landings”. Situated some 81 miles 

south east of the Cherbourg peninsular and 53 miles south east of Carentan the liberation point, Falaiase is known 

for the battle of the "Falaise Pocket" during the Allied reconquest of France (called Operation Overlord) in August 

1944 in which two German armies were encircled and destroyed by the Allied armies. Some 10,000 German troops 

were killed and 50,000 taken prisoner. Two-thirds of Falaise was destroyed by Allied bombing before the town was 

taken by a combined force of Canadian and Polish troops. Falaise was largely restored after the war. Photo and 

information courtesy of www.en.wikipedia.org. 

 

Falaise is on average a flying distance of some is 324 miles into the Port, some 40 miles further than Carentan. The 

Victoria HS would see a sharp drop in birdage as well as participating fanciers. Basketing took place this season at 

The Hooton HS due to the fact that Victoria HS secretary Morris Thornhill has pigeon lung and it was thought better 
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for Morris to alleviate the basketing at the Victoria and enhance his swift recovery. Eight members would try the first 

venture across the channel with only 64 pigeons sent.   

 
After holding over for one day the convoy were liberated (08/06/20140) at 6.40am into a light South West wind and 

a competitive race was anticipated and ensued. First into the clock again are Archie and Sue Price timing in at 12.28 

(five hours forty eight minutes) to record a velocity of 1641. Although not all arriving in a trapping match, the first 

four club positions were taken within sixteen minutes. Second position was the consistent partnership of Alby, Alan 

and Young Alby Davies timing at 12.36. Third was Sharon Thurston in at 12.37 with fourth Paul Coombes clocking at 

12.44. Fifth are Freddie Davies and Son, sixth is Joey Ellis, seventh Sid Arathoon and eighth is Arthur Wilde. All in all 

although a small turn out at club level and excellent with good returns. 

Archie and Sue Price are no strangers to the winner’s podium but had a quiet 2013 by their own standards, however 
after retirement in the winter of 2013 Archie has had the time to set his stall out again and has started to see a 
return on his cash investment he has made over recent years and is now reaping the rewards of his daily work he 
indulges himself with in regard to his pigeons and his loft. In an article published earlier in the year “What Price 
Time?” Archie tells of his earlier years in racing and the pigeons he has owned and raced including Busschearts, 
Albert Babington’s Janssen Van den Bosh, Bert Braspennings, Van Reets, Cooremans, and Hartogs to name a few, 
and finally finding via Mark and Dickie Evans the birds from Gaby Vandenbeele’s. Also today he is racing the sons of 
pigeons procured from Brian & Karen Hawes from Harlow in Essex from their Leo Van Rijn strain of pigeons from all 
their top lines which include Tarzan, Cut Throat, Gloria Rose, Star, Elite and Detroit. 
 
The Falaise 1 winner is none other than the same pigeon that won the first race of the season and also went on to 
win first West Cheshire Federation Hereford. This blue cock is a Gaby Vandenbeele and is from a direct son of Joe 
Jones. The dam is also a direct M and D Evans, her sire being direct from Home Alone when paired to Lady of the 
Rings. This cock, raced on the classic widowhood system, will now also record a third federation from Falaise 1 to go 
with his Hereford federation win. 
 

 

First Channel Liberation Point Falaise 
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Archie Price with his Hereford (2014) and now Falaise winner. 

The West Cheshire Federation Falaise 1 race (47/487) June 8th 2014. The turnout for the first channel race was poor 

considering the membership of the federation. I will leave to the individual fanciers to judge why. Personally my 

team was not large enough to take on 6 consecutive channel races and although I want to compete I would be 

overstretching myself trying to send to the channel weekly. That may or may not be the case for others however. 

The birds were liberated into a light South West wind and very neat race unfolded. The first five positions were to be 

dominated by the Rock Station HS but how refreshing to see that five of the seven federation member clubs are 

represented in the top ten.  

This week’s winner is Steve Williams of the Rock Station HS. Steve also put another two in the top thirty of the result 

sheet taking twentieth and twenty third fed. Steve also wins the Rock Station HS. In second place we have one of the 

most successful channel partnerships around in R P Bellis & Grice also taking second position in the Rock Station HS. 

This partnership also put another three pigeons in eth top thirty taking the full quota allowed with the fed of four 

pigeons in the top thirty, taking twenty second, twenty fifth and twenty sixth fed. Third place we have Archie and 

Sue Price Victoria HS who also take first Club Victoria HS. Fourth place is taken by Brian Hughes Rock Station HS; 

Brian also takes third club and has another pigeon on the fed sheet to take sixteenth position. Fifth position we have 

Ms C Bather (also Rock Station HS) who timed her second pigeon to take nineteenth fed. We move to Hooton HS for 

sixth fed with N Weston who also takes first club. Mickey Locke (the only Willaston HS participant) takes seventh fed 

and first club. Eighth position we have W H Cottrell and Son who also takes second club Hooton HS, this partnership 

also takes eighteenth and twenty seventh fed for good measure. Still at the Hooton HS we have Jones and Foster 

taking ninth fed and third club. Closing the top ten we have R Lang of Moreton HS who also takes twenty fourth fed 

with his second pigeon and takes first and second club. 

Other noticeable performances this week came from another Rock Station HS flyer F McNamara & Son who put 

three pigeons in the top thirty taking fifteenth, twenty first and thirtieth federation. 

Around the West Cheshire clubs Rock Station HS (8/142) S Williams 1650. RP Bellis and Grice 1649. B Hughes 1640. 

Victoria HS (8/64). Mr and Mrs Aj Price 1641. A Davies and Sons 1606. S Thurston 1505. Hooton HS (14/127). N 

Weston 1639. WH Cottrell and Son 1637. Jones and Foster 1638. Willaston HS (1/24). M Locke 1638. Moreton HS 

(5/52). R Lang 1623, 1578. J Rixon 1572. Chester HS (7/56) Mr and Mrs G Hughes 1584. A Lawson 1562. Mr and Mrs 

G Hughes 1562. Christleton HS (4/23) D Griffiths 1509. J Churchill 1479. 

 

 



 

 

The West Cheshire & Wrexham Amalgamation of Federations. Thanks to John Rixon (AMAL Secretary) for letting 

me have a copy of the AMAL result for Falaise 1 2014. 119 members sent 914 pigeons. The result was dominated by 

the West Cheshire which with the wind conditions was to be expected but the Wrexham still put up a great 

performance to stop there being a clean sweep of the top twenty positions.  

 

Falaise 2. Having had an excellent race the previous week the West Cheshire was again at Falaise for the 

second channel event. The main theme at the marking station was the previous race and the poor forecast for the 

second event and would it be better supported this week. At the Victoria HS it was hoped that the birdage would 

improve, and it did with eleven members sending one hundred and six pigeons, an increase of some 65% and an 

increase in fanciers by 38%. 

The forecast was that there was rain on and around the Cherbourg Peninsular and news was coming through that 

the Midlands National was holding on because of the weather and as it transpired the MNFC would hold over along 

with some other organisations flying from Fougeres. The news soon came through that the birds had been liberated 

at 6.40 am into a North, North Easterly wind. Times were being guessed at the home end but none were anywhere 

near correct. Russ McDonald, who is normally my waiting companion during the sometimes tedious hours waiting 

for pigeons, had started number crunching on his mobile phone and coming up with all manner of scenarios ranging 

from 1300ypm down to 1000ypm. To be honest we didn’t have a clue so like everyone else we sat and waited for 

our fate to unfold. 



 

 

The first news we would hear was further holdovers however it was then refreshing to hear that a number of 

organisations had liberated in France and at Fougeres where the MNFC had held over, so whatever your thoughts 

they were up and we had to sit and suffer. On days like these I am sure there is plenty of conjecture over who got or 

gets it right and who is wrong? This would be one of those days. Who had got it right and who had got it wrong? The 

wind forecast had been correct stating easterly winds, they were in fact North by North easterly and just that word 

“Easterly” normally ensures a poor race, especially across the water.  

As the day progressed and no news was forthcoming locally we started to try and contact fanciers further afield but 

again to no avail; no birds home was the same answer. Falaise is 325 miles into the Port so working on a 1200 ypm 

race we should be seeing or at least hearing of pigeons on or around the 1400hrs mark. At 3pm we still had no news 

of the birds that had been liberated that were all after our lib and flying further so we started to enter into the “bite 

your lip time”. As time draws out you then start to think of individual pigeons and how would they cope? What 

would you clock first (assuming you got one). 

I had entered my entire team of 24 birds (that I could send) into the event and after 9 hours had been surpassed 

commenced the texting and checking the internet for any news, but still nothing. Surely there had to be birds around 

us by now? As most fanciers will tell you, it can be a chore when time drags on and you are on your own, however 

this particular day I had company in the form of Russ McDonald (ex of Davies and McDonald fame), Richie Denny 

(currently flying as R and R Denny Victoria HS) and Paul Leask (who owns the ground where I race my pigeons) so not 

only was I waiting with company I had an audience to witness the fact if “I didn’t time in”? So the stress levels rise 

and then start to show. 

 

A typical audience at the lofts of Alan Shinton (L to R) Paul Leask, Paul Coombes, Sid Arathoon and 

 John “The Hat” Watkins from Newport South Wales. 

 



Now realising that if I timed in I would be under the 1000ypm velocity I decided that as I had been at the loft all day 

(the loft is not where I reside but in a compound some 2 miles away) I needed to get back to my house quite 

sharpish to relieve myself. I could do the round trip in twenty minutes allowing for my ablutions so off I set with the 

orders left for them to clock while I was away. I can’t say I checked the time but there is a car park outside my lofts 

and as I arrived back to the loft and turned into the car park, I looked across at my lofts and I could see a pigeon sat 

on the aviary of my young bird loft which sits opposite my old bird racing loft. Can’t be a pigeon, I thought, there 

would be some activity from visitors, especially Russ? I was correct, there was some activity but not what you would 

expect. 

 

Russ McDonald sat on his favourite perch at the lofts of Alan Shinton 

As I alighted from my car and approached the gate the bird clapped off the young bird loft and disappeared over 

towards the old bird loft. At this point I heard a muffled whistle or should I say an attempt at a whistle, which was 

somewhat muffled followed by “Come on! Come on! Come on my son!” As I opened the gate my ETS went off, and 

‘we got one, we got one’ was the vocal call now from Russ and Richie. Paul was still sat there head in his hands 

puffing on his roll-up saying “why didn’t you go and do your ablutions earlier?” or words to that effect. Russ was up 

and charging towards the trap (which is tens yards away) and it still took him a minute to get there with fag in mouth 

and can in hand which left Richie (who was the only visiting guest) to start applauding, obviously in absolute awe of 

the trapping tactics utilised at these lofts. Whatever, we had timed in. It had only taken nine hours forty minutes to 

get one. How good it would be only god knows but we had clocked. Now we find out how good the race is by getting 

a second pigeon, we hope. 



 

The view from Russ McDonald’s favourite perch at the lofts of Alan Shinton 

We had been waiting in anticipation since the flight time had hit six hours (more in hope than anything else) so 

clocking had made the wait worth it, but also silently had me saying “thank you god for letting me clock while I had 

the audience in attendance”. As the clock hit 5pm I again found the need to exit “stage left” and head for home, yet 

again being caught short! “What have you been eating?” the crowd shouted in between hysterical laughter as I hot 

footed it to my car and then up the M53 home for yet another stint in the bathroom.  

I was only gone for thirty minutes returning back to the loft somewhat relieved again, if not refreshed. To my 

astonishment I was greeted with yet another rendition of the Russ McDonald shuffle as he “outed” his fag with a 

bottle of cider. Forgetting he had the fag in his mouth he attempted to take a swig and promptly the fag went into 

the cider bottle as he took a huge gulp. It didn’t alter his stride pattern one iota and he proceeded to tell me we had 

clocked our second pigeon one hour eleven minutes after our first pigeon. “You should have seen him come“ he 

stated while trying to establish what the funny tasting sensation swirling around his mouth with his cider was. “Nice 

one Russ”, I said, it’s a hen.  

The phone was deadly silent until around five thirty when Richie’s phone rang. It was Morris Thornhill our club 

secretary. “What’s about Rich?” Morris enquired. “I can only find a couple of pigeons” and they are after four 

fifteen? Richie had sat and waited all afternoon with us and had witnessed first-hand the antics that are and can be 

employed weekly when trapping pigeons from a race and in answering Morris stated that firstly I had clocked two 

pigeons, secondly I had not been present when either of them had arrived, and thirdly he said (and I quote) “if we 

can get him to go and have another twenty-two dumps he will get all his birds home today.”  



 

Richie Denny of R and R Denny Victoria HS holding the stock cock that I gave him on his Falaise race visit to the 

lofts of Alan Shinton 

As the race unfolded it was becoming increasingly clear that the birds were struggling. I was to get five day pigeons 

with a further six the next day, which knocked all or any confidence I had from me. Speaking to those around me I 

was not on my own. It was a race where if you had liberated on the Saturday or the Sunday you were in for an 

extremely tough race. The clever fanciers did not send and the only way to avoid this was not to send. To those who 

didn’t “I tip my hat to you”? To those who did “I empathise with you”! 

The result was to be an anti-climax. This is not meant as some sort of derogatory term but when the result was 

announced I was crowned the winner of the Falaise 2 race. This should have meant a great deal to me as it is only my 

second season with old birds and the first time I had some two year olds to send having competed with yearlings the 

previous season. This was my very first channel winner and I can only say it felt as though I had found a pound and 

lost a tenner. 

The fact remained that I had nineteen pigeons missing and would only see another six of those arrive home. Others 

would not be so fortunate. Only six of the eleven club members who sent timed in on the day with five not clocking. 

The strike (which I didn’t attend) was a sombre twenty minutes as that’s how long it took to strike six clocks that 

were there and get a result. Were the birds fit enough? Were they good enough? All conjecture I know but I would 

not be surprised if the answer lay within my own grasp and how I prepared them. I have to believe this to justify the 

loss; it has to be down to me!   

 



 

The Falaise 2 Winner Blue Cock (on the right) with his hen  

Victoria HS 14th June 2014 (11/106). In first place we have Alan Shinton winning his first channel race timing his blue 

cock in at sixteen ten and taking all the £68 pools. In second and third position is young Wesley Ellis timing his two 

birds at sixteen fifteen and sixteen thirty? It is noticeable that first and second fanciers did not send the previous 

week? Make of that what you will it’s just an interesting fact. In fourth position we have Alby, Alan and young Alby 

Davies clocking at sixteen thirty five to close the winner’s enclosure. Fifth, sixth and seventh positions were taken by 

Sharon Thurston, Paul Coombes and Sue and Archie Price. 

The winner a yearling blue cock is a pigeon purchased at the Hooton HS prize presentation in 2013 from then B V 

Jones and now partnership of Jones, Lamb and Daughter, consistently top prize winners of the Hooton HS. The 

pigeon had been raced as a youngster down to the coast and had been kept celibate until his first channel race and 

had not been bred from or paired in the spring. This race was his first channel race. He will be sent to the second 

Fougeres race and then stopped. 

West Cheshire Federation South Road Falaise 2 would be as expected a tough race with the birds liberated into a 

north-easterly wind. With all the conjecture surrounding the liberation, some holding and some liberating, the 

weekend would prove tough whenever they let go. The five hundred and eighteen pigeons sent by the improved 

amount of fifty eight fanciers were liberated at six thirty into a north by north-east wind. With a small amount sent 

and the distance it was not expected that conditions would suit any particular area. With the conditions we all faced 

it would be good honest pigeons that prevailed. And prevail they did. It has been stated previously that when the 

distance starts panning out and the velocities drop there are a couple of fanciers within this federation that always 

come to the fore. This race would be no different with the winner being Chester HS’s Warren Walker on 1091, also 

clocking his second pigeon seventeen minutes later to take third fed. Warren also takes first and second Chester HS.  

Second federation we have to go north nine miles to Moreton HS and A Moglione who also takes twenty second 

federation with his second pigeon. Mr Moglione also takes first and second Moreton HS. Fourth position we go to 

Willaston HS and last week’s solo Willaston HS flyer Mickey Locke had some competition this week and still managed 

to put another pigeon in the top ten of the fed and win the Willaston HS. Fifth place we go another eleven miles 



south to the loft of George Pulford Christleton HS. George also takes twenty first fed with his second pigeon and first 

and third club Christleton HS. Sixth place is back to Willaston HS and the father and son partnership of Roy and 

Robbie Sandland, the partnership also took ninth, and sixteenth fed along with second and third Willaston HS. They 

also took twenty third fed and third Rock Station HS with their fourth pigeon. Seventh Fed and first Hooton HS we 

have the new for 2014 partnership of Jones, Lamb and Daughter. In eighth place it’s back to south of the Wirral to 

Christleton HS and Jeff Churchill. Jeff also takes second Christleton HS. Closing the top ten is the partnership of Dodd 

and Sampson. The partnership races in memory of Norman Dodd the father in law of Ray Sampson and is another 

fancier that excels when the distance comes into play. 

Other noticeable performances were that of R P Bellis and Grice Rock Station HS eleventh, twenty fifth, twenty 

seventh and twenty ninth fed taking the allowed allowance of four positions on a hard day. Wesley Ellis Victoria HS 

fifteenth, eighteenth and twentieth fed three in the top thirty. Alan Shinton Victoria HS twelfth and twenty eighth 

fed and finally A Davies and Sons Victoria HS nineteenth and twenty-fourth fed. 

Around the West Cheshire clubs. Chester HS (8/62) W Walker 1091, 1056. A Lawson 841. Moreton HS (5/41) A 

Moglione 1079, 935. J Rixon 871. Willaston HS (2/36) M Locke 1054, R and R Sandland 1042, 1019. Christleton HS 

(6/37) G Pulford 1043. J Churchill 1038. G Pulford 940. Hooton HS (13/112) Jones, Lamb and Daughter 1042. Dodd 

and Sampson 1011. M Lonsdale 980. Rock Station HS (10/124) R P Bellis and Grice 998, B Hughes 955. R and R 

Sandland 930. Victoria HS (11/106) A Shinton 985, W Ellis 970, 945. 

Finally we have the West Cheshire and Wrexham Amalgamation of Federations with the Wrexham Federation 

dominating the proceedings taking seven of the first ten with honours just about even outside of the top ten with 

both federations managing nine and eleven positions respectively on the result. Special congratulations to Lloyd 

Brothers of Brymbo HS for topping the AMAL.  



     

  

 

 

 

 

 


